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Absolutely Remarkable Thing : A Novel
9 781524 743444

by Green, Hank

FP 250,000. In his much-anticipated DEBUT novel, Hank Green - co-creator of Crash Course, Vlogbrothers,
and SciShow - spins a sweeping, cinematic tale about a young woman who becomes an overnight celebrity
before realizing she’s part of something bigger, and stranger, than anyone could have possibly imagined. The
Carls just appeared. Coming home from work at three a.m., 23-year-old April May stumbles across a giant
sculpture. Delighted by its appearance and craftsmanship - like a ten-foot-tall Transformer wearing a suit of
samurai armour - April and her friend make a video with it and upload it to YouTube. The next day April wakes
up to a viral video and a new life. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781524743444

Price: $35.00

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: September 2018

Alaskan Holiday : A Novel
9 780399 181283

by Macomber, Debbie

FP 300,000. Debbie Macomber brings us to the Alaskan wilderness for a magical Christmas tale about finding
love where it’s least expected. Before beginning her dream job as sous chef in one of Seattle’s hottest new
restaurants, Josie Avery takes a summer position cooking at a lakeside lodge in the remote Alaskan town of
Ponder. Josie falls for the rustic charms of the local community - including Jack Corcoran, the crotchety keeper
of Ponder’s famed sour dough starter, and, in particular, the quiet and intense Palmer Saxon, a famed master
swordsmith.Josie and Palmer become close during the long Alaskan summer days, but Josie knows that, come
fall, she’ll be returning to reality and the career she’s worked so hard for. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399181283

Price: $27.00

Form: TC

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: October 2018

Ambush
9 780316 273985

by Patterson, James

FP 500,000. Michael Bennett #11, following HAUNTED. An anonymous tip about a crime in Upper Manhattan
proves to be a setup. An officer is taken down - and, despite the attackers' efforts, it's not Michael Bennett. New
York's top cop is not the only one at risk. One of Bennett's children sustains a mysterious injury. And a series of
murders follows, each with a distinct signature, alerting Bennett to the presence of a professional killer with a
flair for disguise. Michael Bennett can't tell what's driving the assassin. But he can tell it's personal, and that it's
part of something huge. Through twist after twist, he fights to understand exactly how he fits into the killer's
plan, before he becomes the ultimate victim. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316273985

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: October 2018

Beauchamp Hall : A Novel
9 780399 179297

by Steel, Danielle

FP 400,000. The uplifting story of an ordinary woman embracing an extraordinary adventure, and the daring
choice that transforms her world. Winona Farmington once dreamed of graduating from college, moving to
New York City, and pursuing a career in publishing. Then real life got in the way when she left college and
returned to her small Michigan hometown to care for her sick mother. Years later, stuck in a dead-end job and
an unsatisfying relationship. On the day Winnie is passed over for a long-overdue promotion, she is also
betrayed by her boyfriend and her best friend. Heartbroken, she makes the first impulsive decision of her
conventional life - which changes everything. Also available LP
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399179297

Page: 1

Price: $38.99

Form: TC

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: November 2018
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Beirut Hellfire Society
9 780735 273597

by Hage, Rawi

FP 20,000(CDN) Since publishing DE NIRO'S GAME more than a decade ago, Hage makes a stunning and
mature return to wartorn Beirut of the 1970s, during the Civil War. This novel follows Pavlov, the 20something son of an undertaker, who, after his father’s death, is approached by a member of the mysterious
Hellfire Society - an anti-religious sect that, among their many rebellious and often salacious activities, arrange
secret burial for those who have been denied it because the deceased was homosexual, atheist, or otherwise
outcast and abandoned by their family, church, and state. Canadian author - Montreal

Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780735273597

Price: $29.95

Form: TC

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: August 2018

Blood Communion : A Tale of Prince Lestat
9 781524 732646

by Rice, Anne

FP 250,000. Vampire Chronicles #13, following REALMS OF ATLANTIS. In this spellbinding novel, Lestat,
rebel outlaw, addresses the tribe of vampires, directly, intimately, passionately, and tells the mesmerizing story
of the formation of the Blood Communion and how he became Prince of the vampire world, the true ruler of
this vast realm, and how his vision for all the Children of the Universe to thrive as one, came to be. The tale
spills from Lestat’s heart, as he speaks first of his new existence as reigning monarch - and then of his fierce
battle of wits and words with the mysterious Rhoshamandes, proud Child of the Millennia. Also available
UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Gro

ISBN-13:

9781524732646

Price: $36.95

Form: TC

Pages: 272

Pub. Date: October 2018

Bloodmoon
9 781472 238733

by Tremayne, Peter

FP 15,000. Sister Fidelma #29, following NIGHT OF THE LIGHTBRINGER. Ireland, AD 671. Sister Fidelma
has a mission, and she is sworn by oath to reveal her purpose to no other. The secret investigation leads her and
her companions to the abbey of Finnbarr to question the abbot. But before they have a chance to speak to him,
the abbot is found murdered - and the young girl suspected of the crime has fled the scene. As vicious rumours
spread, accusing Fidelma's family, the Eoghanacht Kings of Cashel, of conspiring to assassinate the High King
and abduct his wife, Sister Fidelma's life is placed in mortal danger.

Publisher: Headline Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781472238733

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: September 2018

Boy Who Lived with the Dead
9 780349 418339

by Ellis, Kate

FP 12,000. Inspector Lincoln #2, following A HIGH MORTALITY OF DOVES. It is 1920 and DI Albert
Lincoln, is still reeling from the disturbing events of the previous year. Trapped in a loveless marriage and tired
of his life in London, he's pleased when he's called to a new case in the North West of England. Before the War,
he led the unsuccessful investigation into the murder of little Jimmy Rudyard in the village of Mabley Ridge in
Cheshire and now a woman has been murdered there and another child is missing, the sole witness being a
traumatised boy who lives in a cemetery lodge. Albert's first investigation was a failure but this time he is
determined to find the truth - and the missing child.
Publisher: Little, Brown Book Group Limit
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9780349418339

Page: 2

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2019
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Broken Ground
9 780802 129123

by McDermid, Val

Karen Pirie #5, following OUT OF BOUNDS. Cold case detective Karen Pirie faces her hardest challenge yet.
Alice Somerville's inheritance lies six feet under in a Highland peat bog - a pair of valuable vintage motorbikes
buried by her grandfather at the end of WWII. But when Alice finally organises their recovery, she finds an
unwelcome surprise - a body with a pair of bullet holes - and Nike trainers. DCI Karen Pirie of Police Scotland's
Historic Cases Unit is called in to unravel a case where nothing is quite as it seems. Meanwhile an overheard
conversation in a cafe draws Karen to the heart of a murder she thought she'd already prevented.

Publisher: Grove/Atlantic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9780802129123

Price: $38.95

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: December 2018

Careless Love
9 780771 072772

by Robinson, Peter

FP 10,000(CDN) Inspector Banks #25, following SLEEPING IN THE GROUND. A young, local student has
apparently committed suicide. Although her body is found in an abandoned car on a lonely country road, she
didn’t own a car. Didn’t even drive. How did she get there? Where did she die? Who moved her - and why?
Meanwhile, a man in his sixties is found dead in a gully up on the wild moorland. He is wearing an expensive
suit and carrying no identification. Post-mortem findings indicate he died from injuries sustained during the fall.
These questions remain: What was he doing up there? Why are there no signs of a car in the vicinity? Canadian
author - Toronto
Publisher: Mcclelland & Stewart

ISBN-13:

9780771072772

Price: $29.95

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: October 2018

Celtic Empire
9 780735 218994

by Cussler, Clive

FP 500,000. Dirk Pitt #25, following ODESSA SEA. The murder of a team of U.N. scientists while
investigating mysterious deaths in El Salvador. A deadly collision in the waterways off Detroit. An attack from
tomb raiders on an archeological site along the Nile. Is there a link between these violent events? The answer
may lie with the tale of an Egyptian princess forced to flee the armies of her father three thousand years ago.
From the desert sands of Egypt to the rocky isles of Ireland to the deepwater lochs of Scotland, only Dirk Pitt
can unravel the secrets of an ancient enigma that could change the very future of mankind. Also available
UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780735218994

Price: $39.00

Form: TC

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: March 2019

Christmas Cake Murder
9 781617 732324

by Fluke, Joanne

FP 65,000. Hannah Swensen Mystery #23, following RASPBERRY DANISH MURDER. With her dream of
opening The Cookie Jar taking shape, Hannah’s life matches the hectic December hustle and bustle in Lake
Eden - especially when she agrees to help recreate a spectacular Christmas Ball from the past in honour of Essie
Granger, an elderly local in hospice care. But instead of poring over decadent dessert recipes for the merry
festivities, she instantly becomes enthralled by Essie’s old notebooks and the tale of a woman escaping danger
on the streets of New York. Hannah’s surprised by Essie’s secret talent for penning crime fiction. She’s even
more surprised when the story turns real.
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781617732324

Page: 3

Price: $21.95

Form: TC

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Christmas on the Island : A Novel
9 780062 850072

by Colgan, Jenny
FP 100,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062850072

Price: $18.50

Form: TP

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: October 2018

Christmas Revelation : A Novel
9 780399 179945

by Perry, Anne

FP 30,000. In this intriguing, uplifting holiday mystery from bestselling author Anne Perry, an orphan boy
investigates a woman’s kidnapping - and discovers there’s more at stake than a disappearance. When Worm, a
young orphan boy who works at the local clinic, sees Eloise being kidnapped by two men in the days leading up
to Christmas, he immediately recruits Squeaky Robinson to help rescue her. But as they track Eloise down,
they’re surprised to hear that she does not, in fact, wish to be rescued. Instead, Eloise intends to bring the
kidnappers, who drew her father into their shady business deals and then murdered him, to justice.

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399179945

Price: $27.00

Form: TC

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: November 2018

Christmas Star : A Novel
9 781250 163905

by VanLiere, Donna

FP 150,000. From the New York Times bestselling author of CHRISTMAS HOPE comes another
heartwarming, inspirational story for the holidays. Thirty-four-year-old Gabe Rodriquez works in the
maintenance dept of the Grandon Elementary School, where he often talks with 7-year-old Bella, a precocious
young girl who has spent her childhood in foster care. Unbeknownst to Gabe, Bella is a mini-matchmaker, with
her eye on just the right woman for Gabe at Glory's Place, the after school program she attends. When he
attends the Glory's Place annual fundraiser, however, Gabe gets an unexpected surprise: the woman Bella wants
him to meet is his ex-wife, Amy. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250163905

Price: $23.50

Form: TC

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: October 2018

Clock Dance : A Novel
9 780385 691598

by Tyler, Anne

FP 20,000(CDN) A bewitching new novel of family and self-discovery from the bestselling, award-winning
author of A SPOOL OF BLUE THREAD. Willa Drake can count on one hand the defining moments of her life.
In 1967, she is a schoolgirl coping with her mother’s sudden disappearance. In 1977, she is a college coed
considering a marriage proposal. In 1997, she is a young widow trying to piece her life back together. And in
2017, she yearns to be a grandmother, yet the prospect is dimming. So, when Willa receives a phone call from a
stranger, telling her that her son’s ex-girlfriend has been shot, she drops everything and flies across the country
to Baltimore. The impulsive decision will lead Willa into uncharted territory.
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
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ISBN-13:

9780385691598

Page: 4

Price: $32.00

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: July 2018
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Clockmaker's Daughter : A Novel
9 781451 649390

by Morton, Kate

FP 250,000. A rich, spellbinding new novel from the author of LAKE HOUSE set in England from the 1860s
until the present day. In the summer of 1862, a group of young artists led by the passionate and talented Edward
Radcliffe descends upon Birchwood Manor on the banks of the Upper Thames. Their plan: to spend a secluded
summer month in a haze of inspiration and creativity. But by the time their stay is over, one woman has been
shot dead while another has disappeared; a priceless heirloom is missing; and Edward Radcliffe’s life is in
ruins. Over 150 years later, Elodie Winslow, a young archivist in London, uncovers a leather satchel containing
two seemingly unrelated items...
Publisher: Atria Books

ISBN-13:

9781451649390

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 496

Pub. Date: October 2018

Cold Case
9 781472 238931

by Jardine, Quintin

FP 15,000. Bob Skinner #30, following BRUSH WITH DEATH. Former Chief Constable Bob Skinner may
have left the police service, but he's never far from a case. When his old mentor on the force, Jimmy Proud,
finds himself in a desperate situation, Skinner gets pulled into a murder investigation that's been closed for
thirty years. The Body in the Quarry case was well-known around Edinburgh at the time: a popular priest found
dead in a frozen quarry; a suspect with a clear motive charged; a guilty verdict. But with a journalist uncovering
new evidence, the cold case has come back to haunt Proud - and only Skinner can help him.

Publisher: Headline

ISBN-13:

9781472238931

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2019

Colors of All the Cattle : The No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency (19)
9 780735 276345

by McCall Smith, Alexander

FP 6,000(CDN) No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency #19, following HOUSE OF UNEXPECTED SISTERS. Mma
Ramotswe runs for a seat on the City Council, when she learns about the proposed construction of the flashy
Big Fun Hotel next to a graveyard. Her opponent is none other than Violet Sephotho, who is in the pocket of the
hotel developers. To everyone’s surprise, Mma Ramotswe wins. As it turns out, politics does not agree with
Mma Ramotswe and she eventually resigns. But she discovers that the rules state that in such an event, the
runner-up automatically takes the seat. Violet is triumphant, and sure that she will get the Big Fun Hotel
planning application through without a hitch.
Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780735276345

Price: $32.00

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: November 2018

Consumed
9 781982 109189

by Ward, J. R.
FP 12,000(CDN) TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Gallery Books

ISBN-13:

9781982109189

Page: 5

Price: $22.00

Form: TP

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Consuming Fire
9 780765 388971

by Scalzi, John

FP 100,000. Interdependency #2, following COLLAPSING EMPIRE. The Interdependency, humanity’s
interstellar empire, is on the verge of collapse. The Flow, the extra-dimensional conduit that makes travel
between the stars possible, is disappearing, leaving entire star systems stranded. When it goes, human
civilization may go with it - unless desperate measures can be taken. While Grayland prepares for disaster,
others are preparing for a civil war, a war that will take place in the halls of power, the markets of business, and
the altars of worship as much as it will take place between spaceships and battlefields. The Emperox and her
allies are smart and resourceful, but so are her enemies.
Publisher: Macmillan

ISBN-13:

9780765388971

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: October 2018

Craftsman
9 781250 300034

by Bolton, Sharon

Sharon Bolton returns with her creepiest stand-alone yet. Florence Lovelady's career was made when she
convicted coffin-maker Larry Grassbrook of a series of child murders 30 years ago. Like something out of a
nightmare, the victims were buried alive Florence was able to solve the mystery and get a confession out of
Larry before more children were murdered. But now, decades later, he's dead, and events from the past start to
repeat themselves. Is someone copying the original murders? Or did she get it wrong all those years ago? When
her own son goes missing under similar circumstances, the case not only gets reopened... it gets personal. Also
available UAB/CD
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250300034

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: October 2018

Crisis
9 781471 173127

by Francis, Felix
FP 3,000(CDN). TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781471173127

Price: $22.00

Form: TUK

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: October 2018

Crucible
9 780062 871916

by Rollins, James
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Harpercollins
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Page: 6

Price: $23.99

Form: TP

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: December 2018
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Dark Age : A Red Rising Novel
9 780425 285947

by Brown, Pierce

FP 125,000. Red Rising #5, following IRON GOLD. For a decade Darrow led a revolution against the corrupt
colour-coded Society. Now, outlawed by the very Republic he founded, he wages a rogue war on Mercury in
hope that he can still salvage the dream of Eo. But as he leaves death and destruction in his wake, is he still the
hero who broke the chains? Or will another legend rise to take his place? Lysander au Lune, the heir in exile,
has returned to the Core. Determined to bring peace back to mankind at the edge of his sword, he must
overcome or unite the treacherous Gold families of the Core and face down Darrow over the skies of war-torn
Mercury. But theirs are not the only fates hanging in the balance.
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425285947

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: February 2019

Dark Sacred Night
9 780316 484800

by Connelly, Michael

FP 750,000. LAPD Detective Renée Ballard teams up with Harry Bosch in the new work of fiction from #1
NYT bestselling author Michael Connelly. Renée Ballard is working the night beat again, and returns to
Hollywood Station in the early hours only to find a stranger rifling through old file cabinets. The intruder is
retired detective Harry Bosch, working a cold case that has gotten under his skin. Ballard kicks him out, but
then checks into the case herself and it brings a deep tug of empathy and anger. Bosch is investigating the death
of 15-year-old Daisy Clayton, a runaway on the streets of Hollywood who was brutally murdered and her body
left in a dumpster like so much trash. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316484800

Price: $38.00

Form: TC

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: October 2018

Dark Sentinel
9 780451 490087

by Feehan, Christine

FP 150,000. Carpathian Dark #32, following DARK LEGACY. After the devastating loss of her entire family,
Lorraine Peters heads to the woods searching for peace of mind and anything to quell the anger in her soul.
Instead, she stumbles upon a scene of horrific violence, as one man lies helpless in the face of three attackers.
Andor Katona’s existence has been a harsh one, living for centuries as a monk in the Carpathian Mountains.
Unable to find his lifemate, he almost welcomes his release from a colorless and unfeeling world at the hands of
the vampire hunters who have mistaken him for their prey. That is, until a whirling ball of fury bursts onto the
scene, determined to save him.
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451490087

Price: $36.00

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018

Dark Tide Rising : A William Monk Novel
9 780399 179914

by Perry, Anne

FP 30,000. William Monk #24, following ECHO OF MURDER. When a ransom exchange turns violent,
Commander William Monk faces an unthinkable possibility: betrayal by his own men. Local businessman
Harry Exeter doesn’t want the aid of the Thames River Police in tracking down the men who kidnapped his
wife, Kate. He only asks them to help him navigate Jacob’s Island, a creepy mass of decrepit buildings where he
will hand off a large sum of money in exchange for her life. But when they arrive at the meeting place,
Commander Monk and five of his best men are attacked from all sides, and Monk is left wondering who could
have given away their plans - and why anyone would want to harm Kate Exeter.
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399179914

Page: 7

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Dead Ringer
9 781250 157690

by Beaton, M. C.

FP 75,000. Agatha Raisin #29, following WITCHES TREE. The church of St. Ethelred in the village of Thirk
Magna is renowned for its team of bell-ringers, the troupe led by identical twins Mavis and Millicent Dupin.
Mavis and Millicent are lifelong residents of the remote village - or were, until their home is broken into one
night, and Millicent is murdered. But who’s the killer? Is it one of their co-workers, sick of being bullied to
practice for a big performance? Or perhaps Joseph Kennell, a retired lawyer who was heard yelling at the sisters
that he felt like strangling them?

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250157690

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 272

Pub. Date: October 2018

Deal of a Lifetime and Other Stories
9 781982 103323

by Backman, Fredrik

FP 30,000(CDN) Beloved author Fredrik Backman is back with a mesmerizing array of stories about
discovering and treasuring what is truly important in life. DEAL OF A LIFETIME is a profound and moving
novella set on Christmas Eve. It tells the story of the intertwining destinies of a man who has built a global
business empire but lost his family in the process and a courageous little girl fighting for her life, and it asks the
question: if you had the chance to change your legacy, would you take it? With his signature humor,
compassion, and charm, Backman reminds us that life is a gift, and what matters most is how we share that gift
with those we love.
Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781982103323

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: October 2018

Depth of Winter : A Longmire Mystery
9 780525 522478

by Johnson, Craig

FP 100,000. Longmire #15, following WESTERN STAR. Welcome to Walt Longmire’s worst nightmare. An
international hit man and the head of one of the most vicious drug cartels in Mexico has kidnapped Walt’s
beloved daughter, Cady, to auction her off to his worst enemies, of which there are many. The American
government is of limited help and the Mexican one even less. Walt heads into the one-hundred-and-ten degree
heat of the Northern Mexican desert alone, one man against an army.

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780525522478

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: September 2018

Desperate Measures
9 780735 219229

by Woods, Stuart

FP 300,000. Stone Barrington #47, following TURBULENCE. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE. Also
available UAB/CD

Publisher: Random House
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ISBN-13:
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Page: 8

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Dream Daughter
9 781250 202604

by Chamberlain, Diane
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250202604

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018

Easy Death
9 781481 494922

by Harris, Charlaine

FP 125,000. The beloved #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse series, the
inspiration for HBO’s True Blood, and the Midnight Crossroad trilogy adapted for NBC’s Midnight, Texas, has
written a taut new thriller centred on a young gunslinging mercenary, Lizbeth Rose. Set in a fractured United
States, in the southwestern country now known as Texoma. A world where magic is acknowledged but
mistrusted, especially by a young gunslinger named Lizbeth Rose. Battered by a run across the border to
Mexico Lizbeth Rose takes a job offer from a pair of Russian wizards to be their local guide and gunnie. As the
trio journey through an altered America, shattered into several countries by the assassination of Franklin
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Books For You

ISBN-13:

9781481494922

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018

Echoes of Evil
9 780778 368748

by Graham, Heather

FP 10,000. The final book in the 2018 Krewe of Hunters trilogy. Brodie McFadden is supposed to be on
vacation, getting some sunshine and deciding if he wants to join his brothers and the Krewe of Hunters. But a
diving excursion with an old navy buddy to a historic shipwreck uncovers a crime scene - and the corpse is new.
Museum curator Dakota "Kody" McCoy just wants her Key West culture festival to succeed. Then, in the
middle of a performance, a beloved local musician drops dead. It seems accidental, but Kody isn't so sure.
Brodie thinks the recent deaths are linked, and he needs help from Kody. Something about Kody's festival is
dangerous. And the threat is creeping ever closer.
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778368748

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: September 2018

Eggs on Ice
9 780425 281727

by Childs, Laura

FP 40,000. Cackleberry Club Mystery #8, following EGG DROP DEAD. Some say that casting crusty attorney
Allen Sharpe as Scrooge in the Kindred Players production of “A Christmas Carol” is just playing to type. He’s
not the most beloved man in town. In fact, you’d have a dickens of a time finding someone who liked him. Still
it’s a shock when the Ghost of Christmas Past stabs him during the first rehearsal. Suzanne, co-owner of the
Cackleberry Club café, Kindred’s favourite combination diner, craft store and bookshop, chases the murderer
out of the building but loses him in the alley. As the days pass the list of suspects grows longer.

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425281727

Page: 9

Price: $35.00

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: December 2018
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Elevation
9 781982 102319

by King, Stephen

FP 500,000. A riveting, extraordinarily eerie, and moving story about a man whose mysterious affliction brings
a small town together - a timely, upbeat tale about finding common ground despite deep-rooted differences. In
the small town of Castle Rock, the setting of many of King’s most iconic stories, Scott Carey is engaged in a
low grade - but escalating - battle with the lesbians next door whose dog regularly drops his business on Scott’s
lawn. Both are trying to launch a new restaurant, but the people of Castle Rock want no part of a gay married
couple, and the place is in trouble. When Scott finally understands the prejudices they face–including his
own—he tries to help. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Scribner

ISBN-13:

9781982102319

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 160

Pub. Date: October 2018

End
9 780345 809988

by Knausgård, Karl Ove

FP 2,000(CDN) The sixth and final book in Knausgaard’s epic My Struggle cycle - the most talked about
literary project of its time. THE END reflects back on the personal fallout from the earlier volumes, with
Knausgaard facing growing literary acclaim and the often shattering repercussions that came with it. It is a book
about literature itself and its relationship with reality, the capstone on a magnificent achievement. Translated
from the Norwegian by superstar literary translators Don Bartlett and Martin Aitken.

Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780345809988

Price: $50.00

Form: TC

Pages: 1168

Pub. Date: September 2018

Every Breath
9 781538 728529

by Sparks, Nicholas

FP 1.5M. Hope Anderson is at a crossroads. At 36, she's been dating her boyfriend, an orthopedic surgeon, for
six years. With no wedding plans in sight, and her father recently diagnosed with ALS, she decides to use a
week at her family's cottage in Sunset Beach, NC, to mull over some difficult decisions about her future. Tru
Walls has never visited North Carolina but is summoned to Sunset Beach by a letter from a man claiming to be
his father. A safari guide, born and raised in Zimbabwe, Tru hopes to unravel some of the mysteries
surrounding his mother's early life. When the two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is
unfathomable. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Grand Central

ISBN-13:

9781538728529

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018

Fall of Gondolin
9 780008 302757

by Tolkien, J. R. R.

FALL OF GONDOLIN completes the "trilogy" of stand-alone Middle-earth books that began with CHILDREN
OF HURIN and BEREN AND LUTHIEN. In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are two of the greatest powers in
the world. There is Morgoth of the uttermost evil, unseen in this story but ruling over a vast military power from
his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo, second in might only to Manwë, chief of the
Valar. Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, beautiful but undiscoverable. It was built and
peopled by Noldorin Elves who, when they dwelt in Valinor, the land of the gods, rebelled against their rule and
fled to Middle-earth. Also available LP
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780008302757

Page: 10

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: August 2018
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Fire and Blood : 300 Years Before A Game of Thrones (A Targaryen Histo ...
9 781524 796280

by Martin, George R. R.

FP 500,000. Centuries before the events of GAMES OF THRONES, House Targaryen - the only family of
dragonlords to survive the Doom of Valyria - took up residence on Dragonstone. FIRE AND BLOOD begins
their tale with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the
generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, all the way up to the civil war that nearly tore
their dynasty apart. What really happened during the Dance of the Dragons? Why was it so deadly to visit
Valyria after the Doom? These are but a few questions answered in this essential chronicle, as related by a
learned maester of the Citadel and featuring more than 80 all-new black-and-white illustrations by artist Doug
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781524796280

Price: $47.00

Form: TC

Pages: 736

Pub. Date: November 2018

Forbidden Door : A Jane Hawk Novel
9 780525 483700

by Koontz, Dean

FP 300,000. Jane Hawk #4, following CROOKED STAIRCASE. Jane Hawk - rogue FBI agent and the
country’s #1 fugitive - confronts her worst nightmare when her enemies strike shockingly close to home in this
explosive new thriller. Jane Hawk thinks her precious five-year-old son is hidden safely away, with vigilant,
indomitable friends. But the malice and resources of her powerful adversaries are boundless and their hunters
are circling ever closer to the boy, hoping to draw his mother into their trap. Jane's courage, wits, discipline, and
skill will be tested as never before, as she searches for a way through an ever-contracting labyrinth of terror.

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780525483700

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: September 2018

Forever and a Day
9 781443 457422

by Horowitz, Anthony
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443457422

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2018

Forgotten Place : A Bess Crawford Mystery
9 780062 678829

by Todd, Charles

FP 75,000. Bess Crawford #10, following CASUALTY OF WAR. Though the Great War has ended, Bess
Crawford finds herself caught in deadly circumstances on a remote Welsh headland. The fighting has ended, the
Armistice signed, but the war has left wounds that are still agonizingly raw. Battlefield Nurse Bess Crawford
has been assigned to a clinic for amputees, and the Welsh patients worry her. Their officer, Captain Williams,
writes to describe their despair, and his own at trying to save his men. Requesting leave, she quietly travels to
Wales, and that bleak coal mining village, but she is too late. She follows Williams to an isolated, stormbattered peninsula - a harsh and forgotten place where secrets and death go hand in hand. Also available LP
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062678829

Page: 11

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: September 2018

www.whitehots.com
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Fox
9 780525 538424

by Forsyth, Frederick

FP 150,000. FOX is a riveting thriller that begins with separate disasters striking the Pentagon, the NSA, and
the CIA. A massive cybercrime has been committed, and firewalls thought to be impenetrable have been
breached. All indications point to a team of cyber experts in the employ of an American enemy - but who? And
why, precisely? But then a twist: The perpetrator appears to be located in England. British authorities close in,
only to find…a modest home in a London suburb. The culprit, it turns out, is an English teenager with no
agenda, just a blisteringly brilliant mind. Extradition seems likely - until the former chief of the Secret
Intelligence Service has another idea. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780525538424

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: October 2018

Glass Ocean : A Novel
9 780062 642455

by Williams, Beatriz

FP 50,000. From the New York Times bestselling authors of FORGOTTEN ROOM comes a captivating
historical mystery, infused with romance, that links the lives of three women across a century - two deep in the
past, one in the present - to the doomed passenger liner, RMS Lusitania. May 2013: Her finances are in dire
straits and bestselling author Sarah Blake is struggling to find a big idea for her next book. Desperate, she
breaks the one promise she made to her Alzheimer’s-stricken mother and opens an old chest that belonged to
her great-grandfather, who died when the RMS Lusitania was sunk by a German U-Boat in 1915. What she
discovers there could change history. Also available LP
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062642455

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: September 2018

Glitter Bomb
9 780451 489548

by Childs, Laura

FP 30,000. Scrapbooking Mystery #15, following CREPE FACTOR. It’s Mardi Gras in New Orleans and
scrapbook shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited to be attending the Pluvius Parade along with her best friend
Ava. Carmela’s ex-husband Shamus rides by the duo on his float at the head of the parade, when suddenly the
revelry turns to disaster. Shamus’ float crashes and explodes, and although Shamus escapes unhurt, a member
of his krewe is killed. Carmela and Ava plunge into an investigation of the krewe-member’s death, but as they
dig deeper it starts to look less like an accident and more like a murder…

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451489548

Price: $35.00

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018

Half Spent Was the Night : A Witches' Yuletide
9 780735 275669

by McKay, Ami

FP 30,000(CDN) The magical follow-up to WITCHES OF NEW YORK. During the nights between Christmas
and New Year’s, the witches of New York - Adelaide Thom, Eleanor St. Clair and the youngest, Beatrice Dunn
- gather before the fire to tell ghost stories and perform traditional Yuletide divinations. (Did you know that
roasting chestnuts was once used to foretell one’s fate?) As the witches roast chestnuts and melt lead to see their
fate, a series of odd messengers land on their doorstep bearing invitations for a New Year’s Eve masquerade
hosted by a woman they’ve never met. Canadian author - NS

Publisher: Knopf Canada

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780735275669

Page: 12

Price: $20.00

Form: TC

Pages: 112

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Hazards of Time Travel : A Novel
9 780062 319593

by Oates, Joyce Carol

FP 50,000. An ingenious, dystopian novel of one young woman’s resistance against the constraints of an
oppressive society, from the inventive imagination of Joyce Carol Oates. “Time travel” - and its hazards - are
made literal in this astonishing new novel in which a recklessly idealistic girl dares to test the perimeters of her
tightly controlled (future) world and is punished by being sent back in time to a region of North America “Wainscotia, Wisconsin” - that existed 80 years before. Cast adrift in time in this idyllic Midwestern town she is
set upon a course of “rehabilitation” - but cannot resist falling in love with a fellow exile. Also available LP

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062319593

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2018

Heads You Win
9 781250 172501

by Archer, Jeffrey

FP 300,000. With a final twist that will shock even his most ardent listeners, HEADS YOU WIN is #1 New
York Times bestseller Jeffrey Archer's most ambitious and creative work since KANE & ABEL. Leningrad,
Russia, 1968. Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age, it is clear he is destined to lead
his countrymen. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will
have to escape from Russia if they hope to survive. At the docks, they are confronted with an irreversible
choice: should they board a container ship bound for America, or Great Britain? Alexander leaves that choice to
the toss of a coin. In a single moment, a double twist decides Alexander’s future. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250172501

Price: $37.99

Form: TC

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2018

Highland Ever After
9 780062 868770

by Banks, Maya

FP 25,000. #1 New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks returns to her beloved highlander series with the
story readers have been waiting for. After Scotland’s three most powerful clans come together to build a
formidable alliance, an apprehensive king conspires to keep his empire from collapsing. He orders Taliesan
McHugh to agree to a marriage that will ensure he maintains control of the coveted McHugh fortress. With no
other choice but to obey her king, Taliesan accepts her destiny. But when her path crosses with that of Brodie
Armstrong, she begins to wonder what it would be like to feel the warrior’s strong arms around her - and to be
loved by him.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062868770

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2018

Holy Ghost
9 780735 217324

by Sandford, John

FP 500,000. Virgil Flowers #11 following DEEP FREEZE. Pinion, Minnesota: a metropolis of all of seven
hundred souls, for which the word “moribund” might have been invented. Nothing ever happened there and
nothing ever would - until the mayor of sorts (campaign slogan: “I’ll Do What I Can”) and a buddy come up
with a scheme to put Pinion on the map. They’d heard of a place where a floating image of the Virgin Mary had
turned the whole town into a shrine, attracting thousands of pilgrims. What could go wrong? When the dead
body shows up, they find out, and that’s only the beginning of their troubles. Also available UAB/CD & LP

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780735217324

Page: 13

Price: $39.00

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Homeward Hound : A Novel
9 780399 178375

by Brown, Rita Mae

FP 25,000. "Sister" Jane #11, following CRAZY LIKE A FOX. Amidst the revelry of the Christmas Hunt,
mystery and intrigue abound! When the fanfare is interrupted by the discovery of a body, “Sister” Jane Arnold
and her company of loyal hounds find themselves faced with a pressing task - to uncover who has killed a
beloved club faithful. It’s no help that the meddling, loathsome Victor Harris lurks in the shadows, weaselling
his way back into the life of his disinherited daughter. As always, the gang must untangle the complex web of
clues laid before them, and with Sister Jane at the helm, they will not rest until the truth is laid bare.

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399178375

Price: $36.00

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2018

House Next Door
9 781538 713891

by Patterson, James
FP 150,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781538713891

Price: $20.99

Form: TP

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: January 2019

In a House of Lies
9 781409 176886

by Rankin, Ian

FP 100,000. John Rebus #22, following RATHER BE THE DEVIL. In a house of lies, who can ever know the
truth?

Publisher: Orion Publishing Group, Limite

ISBN-13:

9781409176886

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018

In His Father's Footsteps : A Novel
9 780399 179266

by Steel, Danielle

FP 400,000. A powerful, compassionate story of fathers and sons, set in the most defining era of the 20th
century. April, 1945. As the Americans storm the Buchenwald concentration camp, among the survivors are
Jakob and Emmanuelle, barely more than teenagers. Each of them have lost everything and everyone in the
unspeakable horrors of the war. But when they meet, they find hope and comfort in each other. Jakob and
Emmanuelle marry, and resolve to make a new life in New York. The Steins build a happy, prosperous life for
themselves and their new family, but their pasts cast a long shadow over the present. Also available LP

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780399179266

Page: 14

Price: $38.99

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Irish Country Cottage
9 780765 396815

by Taylor, Patrick

FP 75,000. Irish Country #13, following IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE. The Christmas holidays have barely
passed before a fire engulfs the humble thatched cottage housing Donal Donnally and his family. Although the
family escapes the blaze more or less unsinged, Donal, his wife, their three small children, and their beloved
dog find themselves with nothing left but the clothes on their back. Good thing Doctors O’Reilly and Laverty
are on hand to rally the good people of Ballybucklebo to come to their aid. Rebuilding the cottage won’t be
quick or easy, but good neighbours from all walks of life will see to it that the Donallys get back on their feet
again, no matter what it takes. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765396815

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: October 2018

Juror #3
9 780316 474122

by Patterson, James

FP 500,000. Ruby Bozarth is fresh to the Mississippi Bar - and to the docket of Circuit Judge Baylor, who taps
Ruby as defence counsel in a racially charged felony. The murder of a woman from one of the town's oldest
families has Rosedale's upper crust howling for blood, and the prosecutor is counting on Ruby's inexperience to
help him deliver a swift conviction. Ruby never belonged to the country-club set, but once she nearly married
into it. As news breaks of a second murder, Ruby's ex-fiancé, Lee Greene, shows up on her doorstep - a
Southern gentleman in need of a saviour. As lurid, intertwining investigations unfold, no one in Rosedale can be
trusted, especially the 12 men and women impanelled on the jury. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316474122

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: September 2018

Katerina
9 781982 109202

by Frey, James
FP 2,000(CDN) TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Gallery Books

ISBN-13:

9781982109202

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: September 2018

Killing Commendatore : A Novel
9 780385 690690

by Murakami, Haruki

FP 30,000(CDN) A major new, epic novel from the internationally acclaimed, bestselling author of 1Q84. An
unnamed 30-something portrait painter, abandoned by his wife, becomes caretaker of the home of an aging
famous artist, Tomohiko Amada. When the younger man discovers an unknown painting in the attic, entitled
“Killing Commendatore” - a painting that takes its cues from Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni - he also discovers
clues about Amada, his family and their involvement in a violent and failed plot to kill a Nazi leader in Vienna.
As the painter slowly learns the truth, he is equally consumed by the story of a wealthy and mysterious
neighbour.
Publisher: Doubleday Canada

ISBN-13:

9780385690690

Page: 15

Price: $36.95

Form: TC

Pages: 704

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Kingdom of the Blind : A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
9 781250 066206

by Penny, Louise

FP 600,000. Chief Inspector Gamache #14, following GLASS HOUSES. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE.
Also available UAB/CD. Canadian author - Montreal

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250066206

Price: $35.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2018

Leverage in Death : An Eve Dallas Novel (in Death, Book 47)
9 781250 161567

by Robb, J. D.

FP 750,000. In Death #47, following DARK IN DEATH. For the airline executives finalizing a merger that
would make news in the business world, the nine a.m. meeting would be a major milestone. But after marketing
VP Paul Rogan walked into the plush conference room, strapped with explosives, the headlines told of death
and destruction instead. The NYPSD’s Eve Dallas confirms that Rogan was cruelly coerced by two masked
men holding his family hostage. His motive was saving his wife and daughter - but what was the motive of the
masked men? Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250161567

Price: $37.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018

Liar Liar
9 780316 418249

by Patterson, James

FP 500,000. Harriet Blue #3, following FIFTY FIFTY. Detective Harriet Blue is a good cop on the run, and
now there's a price on her head. But Harriet is not the only one who's gone rogue. A known killer roams free,
searching for his next victim, and leaving a grisly trail to the scene of a long-abandoned cold case. As the police
race to save one of their own, Harriet edges toward the dark side. At stake are her innocence - and her freedom.
Also available UAB/CD & LP

Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316418249

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: January 2019

Long Road To Mercy
9 781538 761571

by Baldacci, David

FP 500,000. #1 New York Times bestselling author David Baldacci introduces a remarkable new character:
Atlee Pine, an FBI special agent assigned to the remote wilds of the western United States. Ever since her twin
sister was abducted by a notorious serial killer at age five, Atlee has spent her life hunting down those who hurt
others. And she's the best at it. She could be one of the Bureau's top criminal profilers, if she didn't prefer
catching criminals in the vast wilderness of the West to climbing the career ladder in the D.C. office. Now,
Atlee is called in to investigate the mutilated carcass of a mule found in the Grand Canyon - and hopefully,
solve the disappearance of its rider. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Grand Central
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ISBN-13:

9781538761571

Page: 16

Price: $38.00

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2018
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Look Alive Twenty-Five : A Stephanie Plum Novel
9 780399 179228

by Evanovich, Janet

FP 1M. Stephanie Plum faces the toughest puzzle of her career in the 25th entry in Janet Evanovich’s #1 New
York Times-bestselling series. There’s nothing like a good deli, and the Red River Deli in Trenton is one of the
best. World-famous for its pastrami, coleslaw, and for its disappearing managers. Over the last month, three
have vanished from the face of the earth, and the only clue in each case is one shoe that’s been left behind. The
police are baffled. Lula is convinced that it’s a case of alien abduction. Whatever it is, they’d better figure out
what’s going on before they lose their new manager, Ms. Stephanie Plum. Also available UAB/CD & LP

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399179228

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2018

Master of His Fate
9 781250 187390

by Bradford, Barbara Taylor

FP 75,000. From New York Times bestselling author Barbara Taylor Bradford comes the first book in a
stunning new historical saga. Victorian England is a country of sharp divides between rich and poor, but James
Lionel Falconer is everything a self-made man should be: handsome, ambitious, charming, and brimming with
self-confidence. Through hard work and a single-minded determination, James rises quickly through the ranks
to a lofty position in the Malvern & Malvern Company. But when back-to-back tragedies strike the Falconer
home, it seems as though James might never recover his former glory…until a royal summons gives him the
chance to prove that he truly is a master of the game. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250187390

Price: $37.99

Form: TC

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2018

Next Person You Meet in Heaven : The Sequel to the Five People You Mee ...
9 780062 294449

by Albom, Mitch

FP 2M. Fifteen years ago, in Mitch Albom’s beloved novel, FIVE PEOPLE YOU MEET IN HEAVEN, the
world fell in love with Eddie, a grizzled war veteran- turned-amusement park mechanic who died saving the life
of a young girl named Annie. Eddie’s journey to heaven taught him that every life matters. Now, in this magical
sequel, Albom reveals Annie’s story. The accident that killed Eddie left an indelible mark on Annie. When, as a
young woman, she reconnects with Paulo, her childhood love, she believes she has finally found happiness. As
the novel opens, Annie is marrying Paulo. But when her wedding night day ends in an unimaginable accident,
Annie finds herself on her own heavenly journey. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062294449

Price: $29.99

Form: TC

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: October 2018

Night of Miracles : A Novel
9 780525 509509

by Berg, Elizabeth

FP 75,000. A delightful novel about surprising friendships, community, and the way small acts of kindness can
change a life, from the bestselling author of STORY OF ARTHUR TRULUV. Lucille Howard is getting on in
years, but she stays busy. Thanks to the inspiration of her dearly departed friend Arthur Truluv, she has begun
to teach baking classes. When a new family moves in next door and tragedy strikes, Lucille begins to look out
for Lincoln, their son. Lincoln’s parents aren’t the only ones in town facing hard choices and uncertain futures.
In these difficult times, the residents of Mason come together and find the true power of community - just when
they need it the most. Also available LP
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780525509509

Page: 17

Price: $35.00

Form: TC

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: November 2018
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Nine Perfect Strangers
9 781250 069825

by Moriarty, Liane

FP 1M. The next novel from #1 NYT bestselling author Liane Moriarty. Coming off of the amazing HBO series
Big Little Lies, she is more popular than ever. Nine Perfect Strangers: Could ten days at a health resort really
change you forever? These nine perfect strangers are about to find out... Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Flatiron Books

ISBN-13:

9781250069825

Price: $35.99

Form: TC

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: November 2018

Noel Stranger
9 781501 172052

by Evans, Richard Paul

FP 200,000. From “The King of Christmas,” Richard Paul Evans, the next exciting holiday-themed novel in his
New York Times bestselling Noel Collection. Sally Walther feels like her world is imploding. Publicly
humiliated after her husband, a local councilman, is arrested for bigamy, and her subsequent divorce, she has
isolated herself from the world. When her only friend insists that Sally climb out of her hole, and embrace the
season to get her out of her funk, Sally decides to put up a Christmas tree and heads off to buy one - albeit
reluctantly. She is immediately taken by Andrew, the kind, handsome man who owns the Christmas tree lot and
delivers her tree. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781501172052

Price: $26.99

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2018

Not Quite over You
9 781335 008138

by Mallery, Susan

Happily Inc #4, following WHY NOT TONIGHT. Silver Tesdal has a head for business and a mouth made for
kissing, and banker Drew Lovato has his eye on both. But ever since he was dumb enough to let her go, she's
kept him at a distance. When the bank turns her down for a loan, Drew sees a double opportunity - he can
finance her brilliant, unique idea to rock Happily Inc.'s wedding industry and win back her trust. Despite her
reputation, Silver's not as tough as she seems. Losing Drew nearly destroyed her. Still, his kisses are as
tempting as his offer to invest in her business.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781335008138

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018

Of Blood and Bone : Chronicles of the One, Book 2
9 781250 122995

by Roberts, Nora

FP 1M. The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the epic YEAR ONE returns with a new tale of terror and
magic in a brand new world. They look like an everyday family living an ordinary life. But beyond the edges of
this peaceful farm, unimaginable forces of light and dark have been unleashed. Fallon Swift, approaching her
13th birthday, barely knows the world that existed before. Travelling anywhere is a danger, as vicious gangs of
Raiders and fanatics called Purity Warriors search for their next victim. Those like Fallon, in possession of gifts,
are hunted - and the time is coming when her true nature, her identity as The One, can no longer be hidden.
Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781250122995

Page: 18

Price: $35.99

Form: TC

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: December 2018
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Pandora's Boy
9 781473 658646

by Davis, Lindsey
FP 25,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Hodder & Stoughton Canada

ISBN-13:

9781473658646

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018

Paris Echo
9 780385 687300

by Faulks, Sebastian

FP 5,000(CDN) An urgent and enthralling new novel about injustice and betrayal. Set in 2006, PARIS ECHO
follows Hannah, a 31-year-old American post-doctoral researcher looking into the lives of women during the
German Occupation of Paris in 1940-44, and Tariq, a 19-year-old boy who has run away from his home in
Morocco, searching for sex and adventure. Through their culture clash we are taken back into the hidden Paris
of the Dark Years, the Algerian War and the simmering discontents of the banlieue. As both main characters
fight to preserve their integrity and their sanity, they find their future shaped by the lives of the dead, by the
ghosts of the Paris Metro.
Publisher: Doubleday Canada

ISBN-13:

9780385687300

Price: $34.00

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2018

Past Tense : A Jack Reacher Novel
9 780399 593512

by Child, Lee

FP 1M. Jack Reacher #23. Family secrets come back to haunt Jack Reacher in this electrifying thriller. On a
country road in rural New Hampshire, deep in the New England woods, Jack Reacher sees a sign to a place he
has never been: The town where his father was born. He thinks, What’s one extra day? and takes the detour.
The next morning in the city clerk’s office, Reacher asks about the old family home. He’s told no one named
Reacher ever lived in town. Now Reacher wonders, Was he ever there in the first place? As Reacher explores
his father’s life, and strands of different stories begin to merge, he makes a shocking discovery: The present can
be tough, but the past can be tense…and deadly. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399593512

Price: $38.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2018

Power Failure
9 780765 388032

by Bova, Ben

The final novel in the Jake Ross trilogy, following POWER SURGE. Dr. Jake Ross came to Washington to try
to make a difference, but he's learned the only way to get something done in Washington, assuming your ideals
survive the corrosive atmosphere, is to gather power. Ross has gathered a great deal, riding in the wake of Frank
Tomlinson. But now Tomlinson has decided to shoot for the moon. If they win, they get it all. If they lose, the
game is over for Jake Ross.

Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765388032

Page: 19

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Rain Watcher : A Novel
9 781250 200013

by de Rosnay, Tatiana

FP 75,000. The first new novel in four years from the beloved superstar author of SARAH'S KEY, a
heartbreaking and uplifting story of family secrets and devastating disaster. RAIN WATCHER is a powerful
family drama set in Paris as the Malegarde family gathers to celebrate the father's 70th birthday. Their hidden
fears and secrets are slowly unraveled as the City of Light undergoes a stunning natural disaster. Seen through
the eyes of charismatic photographer Linden Malegarde, the youngest son, all members of the family will have
to fight to keep their unity against tragic circumstances. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250200013

Price: $36.50

Form: TC

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: October 2018

Raven Tower
9 780316 388696

by Leckie, Ann

FP 100,000. Following her record-breaking run in science fiction, Ann Leckie, winner of the Hugo, Nebula,
Arthur C. Clarke and Locus Awards, brings her immense talent to a new novel and a new fantasy world. NO
ANNOTATION AVAILABLE

Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316388696

Price: $34.00

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: February 2019

Reckoning : A Novel
9 780385 544153

by Grisham, John

FP 1.5M. John Grisham returns to Clanton, Mississippi, to tell the story of an unthinkable murder, the bizarre
trial that follows it, and its profound and lasting effect on the people of Ford County. Pete Banning was
Clanton’s favourite son, a returning war hero, the patriarch of a prominent family, a farmer, father, neighbour,
and a faithful member of the Methodist church. Then one cool October morning in 1946. he rose early, drove
into town, walked into the Church, and calmly shot and killed the Reverend Dexter Bell. As if the murder
wasn’t shocking enough, it was even more baffling that Pete’s only statement about it was “I have nothing to
say.” Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Gro

ISBN-13:

9780385544153

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: October 2018

Red Address Book
9 781328 473011

by Lundberg, Sofia

FP 75,000. For fans of 100-YEAR-OLD MAN comes a heartwarming DEBUT about 96-year-old Doris, who
writes down the memories of her eventful life as she pages through her decades-old address book. Meet Doris, a
96-year-old woman living alone in her Stockholm apartment. She has few visitors, but her weekly Skype calls
with Jenny - her American grandniece, and her only relative - give her great joy and remind her of her own
youth. When Doris was a girl, she was given an address book by her father, and ever since she has carefully
documented everyone she met and loved throughout the years. Looking through the little book now, Doris sees
the many crossed-out names of people long gone and is struck by the urge to put pen to paper.
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Trad
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9781328473011

Page: 20

Price: $36.00

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: January 2019
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Red Moon
9 780316 262378

by Robinson, Kim Stanley

FP 150,000. RED MOON is a magnificent novel of space exploration and political revolution from New York
Times bestselling author Kim Stanley Robinson. It is 30 years from now, and we have colonised the moon.
American Fred Fredericks is making his first trip, his purpose to install a communications system for China's
Lunar Science Foundation. But hours after his arrival he witnesses a murder and is forced into hiding. It is also
the first visit for celebrity travel reporter Ta Shu. He has contacts and influence, but he too will find that the
moon can be a perilous place for any traveller. Finally, there is Chan Qi. She is the daughter of the Minister of
Finance, and without doubt a person of interest to those in power. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316262378

Price: $35.50

Form: TC

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: October 2018

Red War
9 781982 109356

by Flynn, Vince
FP 20,000(CDN) TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Atria/Emily Bestler Books

ISBN-13:

9781982109356

Price: $22.00

Form: TP

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: September 2018

Roar
9 780008 283506

by Ahern, Cecelia
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780008283506

Price: $21.99

Form: TUK

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: November 2018

Robert B. Parker's Blood Feud
9 780525 535362

by Lupica, Mike

FP 150,000. Sunny Randall #7, following SPARE CHANGE (2007). Robert B. Parker’s iconic and irresistible
PI Sunny Randall is back, and the stakes are higher than ever as she races to protect her ex-husband - and his
Mafia family - from the vengeful plan of a mysterious rival. Sunny Randall is “on” again with Richie, the exhusband she never stopped loving and never seemed to be able to let go, despite her discomfort with his Mafia
connections. When Richie is shot and nearly killed, Sunny is dragged into the thick of his family’s business as
she searches for answers and tries to stave off a mob war. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780525535362

Page: 21

Price: $36.00

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2018
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Robert B. Parker's Colorblind : A Jesse Stone Novel
9 780399 574948

by Coleman, Reed Farrel

FP 150,000. Jesse Stone #17, following HANGMAN'S SONNET. Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in
rehab, and the road to recovery is immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently racially
motivated crimes, beginning with the murder of an African American woman. Then, Jesse’s own deputy Alisha
- the first black woman hired by the Paradise police force - becomes the target of a sophisticated frame-up. As
he and his team work tirelessly to unravel the truth, he has to wonder if this is just one part of an even grander
plot, one with an end game more destructive than any of them can imagine. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399574948

Price: $36.00

Form: TC

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: September 2018

Safe and Sound
9 781496 714503

by Michaels, Fern

Sisterhood #29, following NEED TO KNOW. Isabelle Flanders Tookus isn't expecting to involve the
Sisterhood in a new mission when she strikes up a friendship with a curly-haired boy in her local park. Ben
Ryan is 8 years old, sweet, funny, and smarter than most adults - a child genius, in fact. He's also in much
deeper danger than he realizes. Ben is the grandson of millionaire Eleanor Lymen, who hired Izzy years ago to
design an institute for gifted children. Ben's mother passed away and Ben now lives with his stepfather, Connor,
and Connor's wife, Natalie. They've been using Ben's trust fund to support their lavish lifestyle while
shamefully neglecting Ben. And with Natalie getting greedy, Ben's safety is now in jeopardy.
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781496714503

Price: $28.95

Form: TC

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: August 2018

Sea Prayer
9 780735 236783

by Hosseini, Khaled

FP 60,000(CDN) A short, powerful, illustrated book written by beloved novelist Khaled Hosseini in response to
the current refugee crisis, SEA PRAYER is composed in the form of a letter, from a father to his son, on the eve
of their journey. Watching over his sleeping son, the father reflects on the dangerous sea-crossing that lies
before them. It is also a vivid portrait of their life in Homs, Syria, before the war, and of that city’s swift
transformation from a home into a deadly war zone. Impelled to write this story by the haunting image of young
Alan Kurdi, the 3-year-old Syrian boy whose body washed up on the beach in Turkey in September 2015,
Hosseini hopes to pay tribute to the millions of families who have been splintered and forced from home by war
Publisher: Penguin Canada

ISBN-13:

9780735236783

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2018

Shadow Tyrants : Clive Cussler
9 780735 219069

by Cussler, Clive

FP 400,000. Oregon Files #13, following TYPHOON FURY. Nearly 2,000 years ago, an Eastern emperor
charged a small group with safeguarding secrets powerful enough to change the history of mankind. They went
down in legend as the Nine Unknown Men - and now two rival factions of their descendants are fighting a
mighty battle. Both sides think they are saving the world, but their tactics could very well bring about the end of
humankind. Soon, Juan Cabrillo and his team of expert operatives aboard the Oregon find themselves trapped
between two power-hungry adversaries, both of whom are willing to use shocking means to accomplish their
goals. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group
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Price: $39.00

Form: TC

Pages: 400
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Shell Game : A V. I. Warshawski Novel
9 780062 868237

by Paretsky, Sara
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062868237

Price: $23.99

Form: TP

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: October 2018

Shot in the Dark : A Constable Twitten Mystery
9 781635 572742

by Truss, Lynne
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc

ISBN-13:

9781635572742

Price: $23.00

Form: TP

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: November 2018

Someone Like Me
9 780316 477420

by Carey, M. r.

FP 75,000. A heart-stopping high-concept thriller with a gripping supernatural twist that you won't see coming.
Liz Kendall wouldn't hurt a fly. She's a gentle woman devoted to bringing up her kids in the right way, no
matter how hard times get. But there's another side to Liz - one which is dark and malicious. A version of her
who will do anything to get her way, no matter how extreme or violent. And when this other side of her takes
control, the consequences are devastating. The only way Liz can save herself and her family is if she can find
out where this new alter-ego has come from, and how she can stop it. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316477420

Price: $34.00

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2018

Something for Everyone
9 781487 001162

by Moore, Lisa

FP 10,000(CDN) Internationally celebrated as one of literature’s most gifted stylists, Lisa Moore returns with
her third story collection, a soaring chorus of voices, dreams, loves, and lives. Taking us from the Fjord of
Eternity to the streets of St. John’s and the swamps of Orlando, these stories show us the timeless, the tragic,
and the miraculous hidden in the underbelly of our everyday lives. A missing rock god may have jumped a
cruise ship - in the Arctic. A grieving young woman may live next to a serial rapist. A man’s last day on earth
replays in the minds of others in a furiously sensual, heart-rending fugue. Canadian author - NFLD

Publisher: House of Anansi Press

ISBN-13:

9781487001162

Page: 23

Price: $22.95

Form: TP

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Spark of Light : A Novel
9 780345 813411

by Picoult, Jodi

FP 50,000(CDN) At Mississippi’s sole remaining women’s reproductive services clinic, a gunman bursts in and
takes its patients and staff hostage. The stories that brought these individuals to the clinic vary, from a woman
awaiting cancer screening results to a protestor hoping to catch the clinic in a scandal that could be used in a pro
-life campaign. Meanwhile, across the state, a 17-year-old woman lands in the hospital after an attempt to selfterminate her pregnancy and is subsequently charged by the pro-life DA for the murder of her unborn child.
They, too, are connected to the events unfolding in the clinic. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Random House of Canada

ISBN-13:

9780345813411

Price: $32.00

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018

Splendor Before the Dark : A Novel of the Emperor Nero
9 780399 584619

by George, Margaret

FP 60,000. Ascending to the throne was only the beginning…Now Margaret George, the author of
CONFESSIONS OF YOUNG NERO, weaves a web of politics and passion, as ancient Rome’s most infamous
emperor cements his place in history. With the beautiful and cunning Poppaea at his side, Nero Augustus
commands the Roman empire, ushering in an unprecedented era of artistic and cultural splendor. Although he
has yet to produce an heir, his power is unquestioned. But in the tenth year of his reign, a terrifying prophecy
comes to pass and a fire engulfs Rome, reducing entire swaths of the city to rubble. Rumors of Nero’s
complicity in the blaze start to sow unrest among the populace - and the politicians… Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399584619

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 592

Pub. Date: November 2018

Starlight
9 780771 070846

by Wagamese, Richard

FP 20,000(CDN) STARLIGHT was unfinished at the time of Richard Wagamese’s death, yet every page
radiates with his masterful storytelling, intense humanism, and insights that are as hard-earned as they are
beautiful. Frank Starlight has long settled into a quiet life working his remote farm, but his contemplative
existence comes to an abrupt end with the arrival of Emmy, who has committed a desperate act so she and her
child can escape a harrowing life of violence. Starlight takes in Emmy and her daughter to help them get back
on their feet, and this accidental family eventually grows into a real one. But Emmy’s abusive ex isn’t content
to just let her go. He wants revenge and is determined to hunt her down. Canadian author - BC
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart

ISBN-13:

9780771070846

Price: $29.95

Form: TC

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: August 2018

Stygian
9 781250 102683

by Kenyon, Sherrilyn

FP 300,000. STYGIAN is the follow-up to the wildly successful novel STYXX, telling the story of Urian Styxx’s son. Born before man recorded time, I lived for thousands of years believing myself to be something
I’m not. Lied to and betrayed by gods, Daimons, and Dark-Hunters, I’ve struggled to find my way in a world
where I’ve been cursed since the moment I was prematurely ripped from my mother and planted into the womb
of an innocent woman who thought me her son. Trained as a slayer and predator, I learned to fit in and stay low.
To become a tool for evil. Until I was sent to kill the one woman I couldn’t. My hesitation cost her her life. Or
so I thought. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom
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Target: Alex Cross
9 780316 273947

by Patterson, James

FP 800,000. Alex Cross #26, following PEOPLE VS. ALEX CROSS. A leader has fallen, and the procession
route from Capitol Hill to the White House is lined with hundreds of thousands of mourners. None feel the loss
of a President more keenly than Alex Cross, who has devoted his life to the public good. A sniper's bullet
strikes a target in the heart of DC. Alex Cross's wife, Bree Stone, newly elevated chief of detectives, faces an
ultimatum: solve the case, or lose the position for which she's worked her entire career. The Secret Service and
the FBI deploy as well in the race to find the shooter. Alex is tasked by the new President to take a personal role
with the FBI, leading an investigation unprecedented in scale and scope. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Little Brown & Company

ISBN-13:

9780316273947

Price: $38.00

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2018

Tiamat's Wrath
9 780316 332873

by Corey, James S. A.

FP 100,000. Expanse #8, following PERSEPOLIS RISING. Thirteen hundred gates have opened to solar
systems around the galaxy. But as humanity builds its interstellar empire in the alien ruins, the mysteries and
threats grow deeper. In the dead systems where gates lead to stranger things than alien planets, Elvi Okoye
begins a desperate search to discover the nature of a genocide that happened before the first human beings
existed, and to find weapons to fight a war against forces at the edge of the imaginable. But the price of that
knowledge may be higher than she can pay. At the heart of the empire, Teresa Duarte prepares to take on the
burden of her father's godlike ambition.
Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316332873

Price: $39.00

Form: TC

Pages: 608

Pub. Date: December 2018

Time's Convert
9 780399 564512

by Harkness, Deborah

FP 300,000. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES, a novel about
what it takes to become a vampire. On the battlefields of the American Revolution, Matthew de Clermont meets
Marcus MacNeil, a young surgeon from Massachusetts, during a moment of political awakening when it seems
that the world is on the brink of a brighter future. When Matthew offers him a chance at immortality and a new
life, free from the restraints of his puritanical upbringing, Marcus seizes the opportunity to become a vampire.
But his transformation is not an easy one. Fast forward to contemporary London, where Marcus has fallen for
Phoebe Taylor, a young employee at Sotheby’s. She decides to become a vampire, too.
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399564512

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: September 2018

Timeless
9 780062 688590

by Salvatore, R. A.

FP 50,000. At long last, New York Times bestselling author R.A. Salvatore returns with one of fantasy’s most
beloved and enduring icons, the dark elf Drizzt Do’Urden, in an all-new trilogy full of swordplay, danger, and
imaginative thrills. Centuries ago, in the city of Menzoberranzan, the City of Spiders, the City of Drow, nestled
deep in the unmerciful Underdark of Toril, a young weapon master earned a reputation far above his station or
that of his poor house. The greater nobles watched him, and one matron, in particular, decided to take him as
her own. She connived with rival great houses to secure her prize, but that prize was caught for her by another,
who came to quite enjoy the weapon master.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Limit

ISBN-13:

9780062688590

Page: 25

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Tom Clancy Oath of Office
9 780735 215955

by Cameron, Marc

FP 600,000. The fall of the Iranian government presents unexpected danger to President Jack Ryan in the latest
entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Tom Clancy series. President Jack Ryan preaches caution when the
prospects for a Persian Spring excite the rest of the world. His is the lone Western voice urging watchfulness.
As he says, “Sometimes it’s better to have all the bad guys all in one place where you can keep an eye on them
rather than scattered around the Middle East.” Meanwhile, the Campus has been trailing a major international
arms dealer whose business has waxed as the power of the Ayatollah has waned. Now the change of regimes in
Iran has opened up formerly unimagined possibilities to him. Also available UAB/CD & LP
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780735215955

Price: $39.95

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2018

Tony's Wife : A Novel
9 780062 873545

by Trigiani, Adriana
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062873545

Price: $22.99

Form: TP

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: November 2018

Transcription : A Novel
9 780385 691529

by Atkinson, Kate

FP 30,000(CDN) A new novel that explores the repercussions of one young woman’s espionage work during
WWII. Juliet Armstrong is a dissatisfied radio producer in a 1950s London that is recovering from the war as
much as she is. During WWII, Juliet was conscripted into service, transcribing conversations between an MI5
agent and a ring of suspected German sympathizers. But as Juliet and the rest of London find ways to return to
normal, her routine is upended by an encounter with a mysterious man from her past life. Haunted by the
relationships and actions of her past and facing a very real threat in the present, Juliet is quickly pulled back into
the life of espionage she thought she’d left behind.
Publisher: Doubleday Canada

ISBN-13:

9780385691529

Price: $32.95

Form: TC

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: September 2018

Trickster Drift
9 780735 273436

by Robinson, Eden

FP 20,000(CDN) Following the Scotiabank Giller Prize-shortlisted SON OF A TRICKSTER comes the second
book in the captivating Trickster trilogy. In an effort to keep all forms of magic at bay, Jared, 17, has quit drugs
and drinking. But his troubles are not over: now he’s being stalked by David, his mom’s ex - a preppy, khakiwearing psycho with a proclivity for rib-breaking. And his mother, Maggie, a living, breathing badass as well as
a witch, can’t protect him like she used to because he’s moved away from Kitimat to Vancouver for school. As
the son of a Trickster, Jared is a magnet for magic. When the David situation becomes a crisis, Jared can’t
ignore his true nature any longer. Canadian author - BC
Publisher: Knopf Canada
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Turning Point : A Novel
9 780399 179358

by Steel, Danielle
FP 400,000. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE. Also available LP

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399179358

Price: $38.99

Form: TC

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: January 2019

Under My Skin
9 780778 369783

by Unger, Lisa
FP 120,000. TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778369783

Price: $22.99

Form: TP

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: October 2018

Unfinished Murder
9 781472 252654

by Granger, Ann

FP 10,000. Campbell and Carter #6, following ROOTED IN EVIL. Mitchell and Markby come out of
retirement to crack a cold case. As young children, Josh Browning and his sister, Dilys, stumbled across a dead
body while playing on the outskirts of their Cotswold village. Terrified by what they'd seen, neither of them told
a soul. Now, 20 years later, Josh finds the dead woman's charm bracelet among his sister's possessions. Who
better to tell than his trusted friend, the man he gardens for, retired Superintendent Alan Markby? As Markby
listens to Josh's confession, alarm bells start to ring. The dates and details tie in with a missing person case that
was never solved.
Publisher: Headline Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781472252654

Price: $34.99

Form: TC

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: September 2018

Unsheltered : A Novel
9 780062 870179

by Kingsolver, Barbara
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062870179

Page: 27

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Vendetta
9 781250 075871

by Johansen, Iris

FP 300,000. Catherine Ling #5, following YOUR NEXT BREATH. With his dying breath, Carl Venable, head
of the CIA task force on terrorism and Jude Brandon’s final link to terrorist ringleader Max Huber, gives
Brandon a mandate: to keep his daughter, Rachel, safe at any cost. But Rachel Venable has a shocking, twisted
past of her own, one that comes rushing back after her medical clinic in Guyana is attacked by Huber - the same
man who murdered her father and kept her imprisoned for months. Brandon and Catherine Ling, Rachel’s
longtime ally and fierce protector, are determined to keep Rachel out of danger, but she knows that it’s
impossible to stay hidden when Max Huber wants you dead.
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250075871

Price: $37.99

Form: TC

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: October 2018

Vengeful
9 780765 387523

by Schwab, V. E.

FP 150,000. A super-powered battle of genius, cruelty, and the lengths one will go for vengeance - V. E.
Schwab returns with the end to the Villains duology that began with VICIOUS. Marcella Riggins needs no one.
Flush from her brush with death, she's finally gained the control she's always sought - and will use her newfound power to bring the city of Merit to its knees. She'll do whatever it takes, collecting her own sidekicks, and
leveraging the two most infamous EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever, against each other once more. With
Marcella's rise, new enmities create opportunity - and the stage of Merit City will once again be set for a final,
terrible reckoning. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765387523

Price: $33.99

Form: TC

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: September 2018

Waiting for Eden : A Novel
9 781101 947395

by Ackerman, Elliot

FP 75,000. From the National Book Award finalist, a breathtakingly spare and shattering new novel that traces
the intersection of three star-crossed lives. Eden Malcom lies in a bed, unable to move or to speak, imprisoned
in his own mind. His wife Mary spends every day on the sofa in his hospital room. He has never even met their
young daughter. And he will never again see the friend and fellow soldier who didn’t make it back home - and
who narrates the novel. But on Christmas, the one day Mary is not at his bedside, Eden’s re-ordered
consciousness comes flickering alive. As he begins to find a way to communicate, some troubling truths about
his marriage - and about his life before he went to war - come to the surface.
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Gro

ISBN-13:

9781101947395

Price: $29.95

Form: TC

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: September 2018

Walking Shadows
9 780062 870681

by Kellerman, Faye
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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War of the Wolf
9 780008 183844

by Cornwell, Bernard
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780008183844

Price: $24.99

Form: TUK

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: October 2018

Washington Black : A Novel
9 781443 423380

by Edugyan, Esi

FP 40,000(CDN) A dazzling, original novel of slavery and freedom. When two English brothers arrive at a
Barbados sugar plantation, they bring with them a darkness beyond what the slaves have already known.
Washington Black - an 11-year-old field slave - is horrified to find himself chosen to live in the quarters of one
of these men. But the man is not as Washington expects him to be. His new master is the eccentric Christopher
Wilde - naturalist, explorer, inventor and abolitionist - whose obsession to perfect a winged flying machine
disturbs all who know him. But when a man is killed one fateful night, Washington is left to the mercy of his
new masters. Christopher Wilde must choose between family ties and young Washington's life. Canadian author
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443423380

Price: $33.99

Form: TC

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: August 2018

When The Lights Go Out
9 780778 316893

by Kubica, Mary
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises

ISBN-13:

9780778316893

Price: $23.99

Form: TP

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: September 2018

When We Were Young : A Novel
9 781501 170010

by Kingsbury, Karen

FP 250,000. Baxters #4, following TO THE MOON AND BACK. From their first meeting, to their stunning
engagement and lavish wedding, to their happily-ever-after, Noah and Emily Carter were meant to be together.
Theirs is a special kind of love and they want the world to know. They’ve been letting more than a million
adoring fans follow their lives @ThisIsLove since the day Noah proposed to Emily on bended knee. But behind
the carefully-staged photos and entertaining posts, their life is anything but a fairy tale and Noah’s obsession
has ruined everything. Distraught, Emily reaches out to her friend Kari Baxter Taylor and tells her the truth:
Noah and Emily have decided to call it quits. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Howard Books

ISBN-13:

9781501170010

Page: 29

Price: $34.00

Form: TC

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Why Not Tonight
9 781335 005908

by Mallery, Susan

Happily Inc. #3, following SECOND CHANCE GIRL. Natalie Kaleta will do anything for the artists at her
gallery, including risk life, limb and the effect of humidity on her naturally curly hair. Braving a downpour to
check on reclusive Ronan Mitchell, Natalie gets stranded by a mudslide at his mountain home, where the
brooding glass artist reveals his playful side, sending her inconvenient crush from under-the-radar to over-thetop. After a secret tore apart his family and made him question his sense of self, Ronan fled his hometown for
Happily Inc, but the sunny small town can't fix his damaged heart. He won't give in to his attraction for
beautiful, perpetually cheerful Natalie.
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781335005908

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: September 2018

Wild Fire
9 781447 278252

by Cleeves, Ann
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Pan Macmillan

ISBN-13:

9781447278252

Price: $25.99

Form: TUK

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018

Willing Murder
9 780778 308331

by Deveraux, Jude
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778308331

Price: $23.99

Form: TP

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: September 2018

Winter in Paradise
9 780316 488952

by Hilderbrand, Elin

The first book in the Paradise series, has everything that readers have come to know and love about an Elin
Hilderbrand novel, plus a healthy dose of intrigue. Irene Steele's life is idyllic, until it is rocked by a late-night
phone call that brings news of her husband's sudden death. Even in the midst of her crippling grief, Irene cannot
get one question out of her head: why was his body found on St. John, a tropical Caribbean paradise far
removed from their suburban life? Leaving the cold Nantucket winter behind, Irene flies hundreds of miles to
get to the island - only to learn that her husband had a secret second family. Also available UAB/CD & LP

Publisher: Little Brown & Company
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ISBN-13:

9780316488952

Page: 30

Price: $22.99

Form: TP

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Witch Elm : A Novel
9 780735 224629

by French, Tana

FP 200,000. A spellbinding stand-alone, WITCH ELM asks what we become, and what we’re capable of, when
we no longer know who we are. Toby is a happy-go-lucky charmer who’s dodged a scrape at work and is
celebrating with friends when the night takes a turn that will change his life - he surprises two burglars who beat
him and leave him for dead. Struggling to recover from his injuries, beginning to understand that he might never
be the same man again, he takes refuge at his family’s ancestral home. Then a skull is found in the trunk of an
elm tree in the garden - and as detectives close in, Toby is forced to face the possibility that his past may not be
what he has always believed. Also available UAB/CD
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780735224629

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 528

Pub. Date: October 2018

Woman's Fortune
9 780008 128579

by Cox, Josephine
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780008128579

Price: $21.99

Form: TUK

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: June 2018

Women Talking
9 780735 273962

by Toews, Miriam

FP 50,000(CDN) Based on actual events that happened between 2005 and 2009 in a remote Mennonite
community where more than 100 girls and women were drugged unconscious and assaulted in the night by what
they were told (by the men of the colony) were “ghosts” or “demons,” Miriam Toews’ bold and affecting novel
WOMEN TALKING is an imagined response to these real events. The novel takes place over 48 hours, as eight
women gather in secret in a neighbour’s barn while the men are in a nearby town posting bail for the attackers.
They have come together to debate, on behalf of all the women and children in the community, whether to stay
or leave before the men return. Canadian author - Toronto
Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780735273962

Price: $29.95

Form: TC

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: August 2018

Wyoming Legend
9 781335 008152

by Palmer, Diana

Wyoming Men #8, following WYOMING WINTER. Micah Torrance could use a helping hand. Between
managing his expansive Wyoming ranch and caring for his willful little girl, Micah's plate is more than full.
Usually, it's not in this cowboy's nature to ask, but when beautiful Karina Carter offers her help, Micah can't
resist. With her sweet smile and her easy way with Janey, Micah wants to trust her. But he knows better than
anyone that love only leads to heartbreak. Champion ice-skater Karina Carter needs a fresh start while her body
heals. Caring for little Janey is just temporary until she can get back on the ice - or so she keeps telling herself.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781335008152

Page: 31

Price: $33.50

Form: TC

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: October 2018
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You Don't Own Me
9 781501 171666

by Clark, Mary Higgins

FP 250,000. Under Suspicion #6, following EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE. When TV producer Laurie Moran
investigates an unsolved murder, she becomes entangled in a web of long-buried secrets and begins to wonder if
her own life is in grave danger as a mysterious stalker plots revenge. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Incorporated

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781501171666
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Price: $35.99

Form: TC
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Pub. Date: November 2018

